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Orthographic Distinctiveness and Semantic
Elaboration Provide Separate Contributions
to Memory
Brenda A. Kirchhoff 1, Melissa L. Schapiro1, and Randy L. Buckner1,2
Abstract
& Orthographic distinctiveness and semantic elaboration both
enhance memory. The present behavioral and functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies examined the relation-
ship between the influences of orthographic distinctiveness
and semantic elaboration on memory, and explored whether
they make independent contributions. As is typical for manip-
ulations of processing levels, words studied during seman-
tic encoding were better remembered than words studied
during nonsemantic encoding. Notably, orthographically dis-
tinct words were better recalled and received more remember
responses on recognition memory tests than orthographically
common words regardless of encoding task, suggesting that
orthographic distinctiveness has an additive effect to that of
semantic elaboration on memory. In the fMRI study, ortho-
graphic distinctiveness and semantic elaboration engaged
separate networks of brain regions. Semantic elaboration mod-
ulated activity in left inferior prefrontal and lateral temporal
regions. In contrast, orthographic distinctiveness modulated
activity in distinct bilateral inferior prefrontal, extrastriate, and
parietal regions. Orthographic distinctiveness and semantic
elaboration appear to have separate behavioral and functional–
anatomic contributions to memory. &
INTRODUCTION
The processes engaged during the encoding of events
play a key role in their memorability. For example,
holding other factors equal, encoding tasks that encour-
age semantic elaboration result in better verbal mem-
ory than encoding tasks that encourage nonsemantic
processing (Craik & Tulving, 1975; Hyde & Jenkins,
1969), a phenomenon often referred to as the levels-
of-processing effect (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). Neuro-
imaging studies that have explored the neural correlates
of the levels-of-processing effect commonly note greater
activity for semantic than for nonsemantic tasks in the
left anterior inferior prefrontal cortex (Brodmann’s
area [BA] 45/47), the left posterior inferior prefrontal
cortex (BA 44), and the left posterior middle temporal
cortex (BA 21; Gold & Buckner, 2002; Baker, Sanders,
Maccotta, & Buckner, 2001; Roskies, Fiez, Balota, Raichle,
& Petersen, 2001; Otten, Henson, & Rugg, 2001; Poldrack
et al., 1999; Wagner, Schacter, et al., 1998; Price, Moore,
Humphreys, & Wise, 1997; Gabrieli et al., 1996; Demb
et al., 1995; Kapur et al., 1994). Moreover, activity in these
regions during performance of semantic encoding
tasks predicts subsequent memory for studied words
(Morcom, Good, Frackowiak, & Rugg, 2003; Baker et al.,
2001; Otten et al., 2001; Wagner, Schacter, et al., 1998).
These findings support the idea that these regions play an
active role in memory encoding, perhaps as part of a
network that enables controlled semantic elaboration.
The presence of uncommon visual patterns in words
such as onyx and abyss (i.e., orthographic distinc-
tiveness) also facilitates memory. This phenomenon is
known as the orthographic distinctiveness effect (ODE).
What is quite surprising and of significant theoretical
interest is that orthographic distinctiveness appears to
make a separate contribution to memory beyond that
of semantic elaboration (Hunt & Mitchell, 1978). Some-
what contrary to intuition, Hunt and Mitchell demon-
strated that orthographically distinct (OD) words were
better recalled than orthographically common (OC)
words across all levels of a levels-of-processing manip-
ulation (see Figure 1). That is, although elaborate
semantic processing enhanced memorability as it does
in many studies, memory for OD words was further
enhanced, and the level of enhancement was similar
whether words were studied under nonsemantic or
semantic encoding conditions. Motivated by the possi-
bility of a distinct contribution to memory, the present
studies examined the ODE to determine whether sepa-
rate functional–anatomic correlates of memory encod-
ing could be identified beyond those previously studied
in the context of semantic elaboration.
Several behavioral properties of the ODE have been
characterized. OD words (e.g., onyx and abyss) are more
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likely to have rare letter combinations, contiguous dou-
ble letters, and letters extending above or below the
body of the word (Zechmeister, 1969) than OC words
(e.g., oaks and armor). Better memory for OD than for
OC words has been found in free recall (Geraci &
Rajaram, 2002; Hunt & Toth, 1990; Hunt & Elliott,
1980; Hunt & Mitchell, 1978, 1982), cued recall (Geraci
& Rajaram, 2002; Hunt & Mitchell, 1978), recognition
(Rajaram, 1998; Hunt & Elliott, 1980; Zechmeister,
1972), and word fragment completion (Hunt & Toth,
1990; but also see Geraci & Rajaram, 2002; Kinoshita &
Miller, 2000). Orthographic distinctiveness has been
shown to influence remember responses but not know
responses on recognition memory tests (Rajaram, 1998;
but see Kishiyama & Yonelinas, in press), raising the
possibility that orthographic distinctiveness may prefer-
entially affect conscious recollection. We will revisit the
issue of whether orthographic distinctiveness influences
familiarity as well as recollection in the present studies.
The ODE has been proposed to depend on percep-
tual processing during encoding (Hunt & Toth, 1990;
Hunt & Elliott, 1980). The ODE occurs when words are
presented visually but not auditorily (Hunt & Toth,
1990; Hunt & Elliott, 1980), which suggests that infor-
mation about the unusual visual pattern of OD words
needs to be encoded for the ODE to occur. Geraci and
Rajaram (2002) have proposed that the ODE depends
on a high-level, comparative evaluation of a stimulus
against its context. In support of this proposal, the ODE
occurs when OD and OC words are presented inter-
mixed in the same study list, but not when they are
presented separately (Hunt & Elliott, 1980). In addition,
dividing attention at study can eliminate the ODE
(Geraci & Rajaram, 2002). The neural correlates of the
ODE have not been previously explored.
Motivated by the intriguing possibility that ortho-
graphic distinctiveness makes a contribution to memo-
ry that is separate from that of semantic elaboration, the
goals of the present studies were: (1) to examine the
relationship between the inf luences of orthograph-
ic distinctiveness and semantic elaboration on verbal
memory, and (2) to explore whether orthographic dis-
tinctiveness modulates the activity of a different net-
work of brain regions than the network commonly
engaged by manipulations of semantic elaboration. In
Study 1, participants performed both semantic (abstract/
concrete) and nonsemantic (long vowel/short vowel)
incidental encoding tasks on OD and OC words. Both
free recall and recognition of the words were tested.
Study 2 used rapid presentation event-related func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to compare
the networks of brain regions engaged by orthographic
distinctiveness and semantic elaboration. The results of
these studies not only demonstrate that orthographic
distinctiveness and semantic elaboration have sepa-
rate, additive contributions to verbal memory, but also
that they appear to have separate functional–anatomic
correlates.
RESULTS
Behavioral Study
Encoding
Mean percent correct classification scores were 88%
(abstract/concrete common), 83% (abstract/concrete
distinct), 85% (long vowel/short vowel common), and
76% (long vowel/short vowel distinct). Participants had
significantly higher classification scores for the abstract/
concrete task [F(1,47) = 11.2, p < .01] and for OC
words [F(1,47) = 54.4, p < .001]. The Task  Word-type
interaction was not significant [F(1,47) = 1.5]. Mean
response times were 1071 msec (abstract/concrete com-
mon), 1128 msec (abstract/concrete distinct), 1337 msec
(long vowel/short vowel common), and 1476 msec (long
vowel/short vowel distinct). Participants were significant-
ly faster in their decisions for the abstract/concrete task
[F(1,47) = 130.3, p < .001] and for OC words [F(1,47) =
105.9, p < .001]. The Task  Word-type interaction was
significant [F(1,47) = 17.0, p < .001], but the main
effects predominated the pattern of response times.
Taken together, these results suggest that the long
vowel/short vowel task was more difficult than the
abstract/concrete task.
Recall
After both encoding tasks and a brief distracting conver-
sation, participants were asked to recall the words that
Figure 1. Free recall data from Hunt and Mitchell (1978,
Experiment 2) suggest that orthographic distinctiveness has a
separate inf luence on memory from that of semantic elaboration.
Participants performed three incidental encoding tasks on OD and
OC words. They (A) wrote down the letters contained in each word
that were present in a set of target letters, (B) wrote down the
portion of each word that they thought was unique, and (C) wrote
down the first word that came to mind in response to each word.
Word recall was greater for the task that encouraged semantic
elaboration (C) than for either of the nonsemantic tasks (A and B).
Recall of OD words was greater than recall of OC words for all tasks.
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they had seen during encoding. Participants recalled
more words from the abstract/concrete task [F(1,47) =
11.9, p < .01; Figure 2]. They also recalled more OD
words [F(1,47) = 5.9, p < .05]. The Task  Word-type
interaction was not significant [F(1,47) = 1.2]. These
results replicate the findings of Hunt and Mitchell (1978)
(Figure 1).
Recognition
After performance of the recall test and an additional
20 min delay, participants’ recognition memory for
studied words was tested using a remember/know pro-
cedure (Gardiner, 1988; Tulving, 1985). This procedure
allows the identification of which recognized items were
accompanied by a conscious recollection of aspects of
the prior occurrence of studied items (remember re-
sponses), and which items were recognized based on a
sense of familiarity in the absence of conscious recollec-
tion (know responses). Participants indicated their
memory for each word by making a remember, know,
new, or guess response. Participants made more remem-
ber responses (corrected for false alarms) for words
presented during the abstract/concrete task [F(1,47) =
61.6, p < .001; Figure 3]. They also made more remem-
ber responses for OD words [F(1,47) = 37.7, p < .001].
The Task  Word-type interaction was significant
[F(1,47) = 5.7, p < .05]. However, the main effects pre-
dominated the pattern of remember responses. These
results parallel Hunt and Mitchell’s (1978), and extend
them to a recognition memory paradigm.
The proportion of know responses that participants
made for all trials for each condition was also compared.
The proportion of know responses for each participant
is dependent on the proportion of remember responses
that each participant makes (i.e., if a participant makes a
remember response for a word, he/she cannot also
make a know response for the same word). To correct
for the influence of remember responses on know re-
sponses, the independence remember/know (IRK) pro-
cedure was performed (Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995). This
correction assumes that remember and know responses
are independent. We used the formula [corrected K = K/
(1  R)]. Know responses were also corrected for false
alarms. Participants made more corrected know re-
sponses for the abstract/concrete task [F(1,47) = 23.9,
p < .001; Figure 3]. There was no difference between
the number of corrected know responses made for OD
versus OC words [F(1,47) < 1]. The Task  Word-type
interaction was not significant [F(1,47) = 2.5].
fMRI Study
Encoding
Functional images were acquired during four event-
related incidental encoding runs. Participants performed
the abstract/concrete task for two runs and the long
vowel/short vowel task for two runs. Mean percent
correct classification scores were 91% (abstract/concrete
common), 80% (abstract/concrete distinct), 87% (long
vowel/short vowel common), and 79% (long vowel/short
vowel distinct). There was a trend for higher classifica-
tion scores for the abstract/concrete task than for the
long vowel/short vowel task [F(1,24) = 4.1, p = .05].
Participants had significantly higher classification scores
Figure 2. Paralleling Hunt and Mitchell’s (1978) results, participants
recalled more words from the abstract/concrete task than from the
long vowel/short vowel task in the present behavioral study. They also
recalled more OD than OC words for both encoding tasks. Error bars
show standard error of the mean.
Figure 3. Performance on the recognition memory tests for the
behavioral and fMRI studies. More corrected remember and corrected
know responses were made for words presented during the abstract/
concrete task than during the long vowel/short vowel task in both
studies. Participants also made more corrected remember responses
for OD than for OC words in both studies. Although there was no
difference in the number of corrected know responses given for OD
versus OC words in the behavioral study, there was a trend for more
corrected know responses for OD words in the fMRI study.
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for OC words [F(1,24) = 62.3, p < .001]. There was also
a trend for a Task  Word-type interaction [F(1,24) =
3.7, p = .07]. Mean response times were 1113 msec
(abstract/concrete common), 1203 msec (abstract/con-
crete distinct), 1364 msec (long vowel/short vowel
common), and 1486 msec (long vowel/short vowel
distinct). Participants were significantly faster in their
decisions for the abstract/concrete task [F(1,24) = 69.6,
p < .001] and for OC words [F(1,24) = 72.8, p < .001].
The Task  Word-type interaction was not significant
[F(1,24) = 2.5]. These results are similar to the find-
ings from the behavioral study, and suggest that the
long vowel/short vowel task was more difficult than the
abstract/concrete task.
Recognition
After incidental encoding, participants performed a sur-
prise recognition memory test outside of the scanner.
Participants indicated their memory for each word by
making a remember, know, new, or guess response.
Similar to the findings from the behavioral study, par-
ticipants made more remember responses (corrected for
false alarms) for words presented during the abstract/
concrete task [F(1,24) = 71.2, p < .001; Figure 3]. They
also made more remember responses for OD words
[F(1,24) = 25.4, p < .001]. The Task  Word-type
interaction was not significant [F(1,24) = 2.8]. Know
responses corrected with the IRK procedure were also
compared across conditions. Participants made more
corrected know responses for the abstract/concrete
task [F(1,24) = 24.9, p < .001; Figure 3]. There was
a trend for participants to make more corrected know
responses for OD words [F(1,24) = 4.0, p = .06].
The Task  Word-type interaction was not significant
[F(1,24) < 1].
Hypothesis-driven Regional Analyses
Hypothesis-driven analyses were performed on four
predefined regions (Figure 4). Three of these regions
(left BAs 45/47, 44, and 21) were taken from a previous
study conducted in our laboratory (Logan, Sanders,
Snyder, Morris, & Buckner, 2002). These regions have
been shown to be more active during elaborative se-
mantic than during shallow nonsemantic verbal encod-
ing (Gold & Buckner, 2002; Baker et al., 2001; Wagner,
Schacter, et al., 1998; Price et al., 1997). The fourth
region is the right homologue of BA 44, which served as
a control region for which no effect of semantic elabo-
ration was predicted.
Two  two repeated-measures, mixed-effect ANOVAs
(TaskWord-type) were conducted to examine whether
the activity of these regions was modulated by semantic
elaboration and/or orthographic distinctiveness. The
left BA 45/47 demonstrated a significant Task effect
[F(1,24) = 14.6, p < .001], but not a significant Word-
type effect [F(1,24) = 1.8]. There was greater activity
in this region during the abstract/concrete task than
during the long vowel/short vowel task. The Task 
Word-type interaction was not significant [F(1,24) < 1].
In contrast, the left BA 44 did not demonstrate a
significant Task effect [F(1,24) = 2.2]. However, the
activity of this region was modulated by orthographic
distinctiveness. There was significantly greater activity in
this region for OD words [F(1,24) = 15.7, p < .001]. The
Task  Word-type interaction was not significant
[F(1,24) < 1]. Similar to the left BA 45/47, the left BA
21 demonstrated a significant Task effect [F(1,24) = 5.0,
Figure 4. MR signal change from four predefined regions. Semantic
elaboration and orthographic distinctiveness did not significantly
modulate activity of the same regions. There was significantly greater
activity during the abstract/concrete task than during the long vowel/
short vowel task for the left BA 45/47 and left BA 21, but not for the
bilateral BA 44. In contrast, orthographic distinctiveness significantly
modulated activity in the bilateral BA 44, but not in the left BA 45/47
or left BA 21.
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p < .05] in the absence of a significant Word-type ef-
fect [F(1,24) = 2.1]. There was greater activity in this
region during the abstract/concrete task. There was a
trend for the Task  Word-type interaction to be
significant [F(1,24) = 3.6, p = .07]. Similar to its left
homologue, the right BA 44 did not demonstrate a
significant Task effect [F(1,24) < 1], but did demon-
strate a significant Word-type effect. There was greater
activity in this region for OD words [F(1,24) = 7.3,
p < .05]. The Task  Word-type interaction was not
significant [F(1,24) < 1].
Exploratory Analyses of Task and Orthographic
Distinctiveness Effects
Whole-brain exploratory analyses revealed several re-
gions with greater hemodynamic responses for the
semantic (abstract/concrete) than for the nonsemantic
(long vowel/short vowel) task (Figure 5). These included
the left anterior dorsal prefrontal (BA 8/9), medial
prefrontal (BA 9/10), left anterior inferior prefrontal
(BA 45/47), bilateral insular, left anterior temporal (BA
20/21), bilateral lateral temporal (BA 21), left parietal/
temporal (BA 39), and right cerebellar cortical re-
gions. The Talairach and Tournoux (1988) coordinates
of the left BA 45/47 (42, 30, 6) and left BA 21 (56,
48, 6) regions active in this comparison are similar
in location to the coordinates of the a priori regions
used in the hypothesis-driven analyses (see Methods
for coordinates). Multiple brain regions demonstrated
greater activity during the long vowel/short vowel
task than during the abstract/concrete task. These re-
gions included the bilateral anterior dorsal prefrontal
(BA 9/46), bilateral posterior inferior prefrontal (BA 6),
left occipitotemporal (BA 19/37), bilateral extrastriatal
(BA 18/19), and bilateral medial parietal (BA 7/19)
cortical regions.
Whole-brain exploratory analyses also revealed sev-
eral regions with greater hemodynamic responses for
OD than for OC words (Figure 5). These regions
included the supplementary motor, left (BA 45/46 and
6/44) and right (BA 9) prefrontal, left frontal opercular
(BA 47), bilateral extrastriatal (left BA 18, right BA 18/
19), bilateral parietal (BA 7), and right cerebellar
cortical regions.
Analyses of Regions Engaged by
Orthographic Distinctiveness
Six regions that demonstrated greater responses for
OD than for OC words were identified from the distinct
> common whole-brain exploratory analysis (Figures 5
and 6). The presence of significant Task effects was
explored in these regions. The Talairach and Tournoux
(1988) coordinates of these regions were 50, 4, 35 (BA
6/44); 40, 29, 9 (BA 45/46); 28, 92, 11 (BA 18); 34,
83, 7 (BA 18/19); 24, 65, 55 (BA 7); and 22, 62, 53
(BA 7). The left BA 6/44 region partially overlaps the left
BA 44 region from the hypothesis-driven analyses. In the
prefrontal cortex, the left BA 6/44 demonstrated a
significant Task effect [F(1,24) = 15.9, p < .001]. There
was greater activity in this region during the long vowel/
short vowel task. There was no significant Task effect in
the left BA 45/46 [F(1,24) < 1]. Neither of these regions
revealed a significant Task  Word-type interaction
[F(1,24) < 1]. In the extrastriate cortex, there was no
significant Task effect in the left BA 18 [F(1,24) < 1], but
there was a significant Task effect in the right BA 18/19
[F(1,24) = 6.4, p < .05]. There was greater activity
during the long vowel/short vowel task in this region.
The Task  Word-type interaction was not significant for
either extrastriate region [F(1,24) < 1].
In the parietal cortex, the left and right BA 7 demon-
strated significant Task effects [F(1,24) = 10.7, p < .01;
Figure 5. Statistical activation
maps show regions whose
activity was modulated by
semantic elaboration (A) or
orthographic distinctiveness
(B). Regions A (BA 6/44),
B (BA 45/46), C (BA 18), D
(BA 18/19), E (BA 7), and
F (BA 7) had greater activity
for OD than for OC words.
Regions G (BA 45/47) and H
(BA 21) had greater activity
during the semantic than
during the nonsemantic
encoding task, but were not
present in the OD versus OC
word comparison.
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F(1,24) = 31.0, p < .001, respectively]. There were
greater hemodynamic responses during the long vowel/
short vowel task in these regions. The Task  Word-
type interaction was significant in the right BA 7
[F(1,24) = 5.4, p < .05]. There was a greater hemo-
dynamic response to OD than to OC words in this
region during the long vowel/short vowel task [t(24) =
3.7, p < .01]. In contrast, there was no difference in
this region in the response to the two word-types
during the abstract/concrete task [t(24) < 1]. Although
the Task  Word-type interaction was not significant in
the left BA 7 [F(1,24) = 1.6], this region demonstrated
a qualitatively similar activity pattern to that of the right
BA 7. Because bilateral BA 7 regions were most active
during the long vowel/short vowel task and demon-
strated the greatest modulation by orthographic dis-
tinctiveness during the encoding task that emphasized
phonological processes, BA 7 appears to have been
preferentially engaged by phonological processes in
this study.
Location of Occipital Regions Engaged by
Orthographic Distinctiveness
In order to further explore the functional–anatomic
correlates of the ODE, the distinct > common word
activation map was projected onto a cortical surface
representation that displays estimates of the average
locations of human retinotopically defined visual areas
(Figure 7; Van Essen, 2002; Van Essen et al., 2001;
http://brainmap.wustl.edu/caret). Bilateral occipital re-
gions demonstrated greater activity for OD than for
OC words (left BA 18, right BA 18/19). The left region
is located in the extrastriate visual cortex just poste-
rior to the lateral occipital central (LOC)/lateral oc-
cipital peripheral (LOP) (Tootell & Hadjikhani, 2001),
whereas the right extrastriate region is located within
the LOC/LOP. The lateral occipital complex, which
is thought to contribute to object recognition (Grill-
Spector, Kushnir, Hendler, & Malach, 2000; Grill-Spector,
Kushnir, Edelman, Itzchak, & Malach, 1998; Malach et al.,
1995), overlaps with the location of the LOC/LOP (Van
Essen, 2004). This suggests that orthographic distinctive-
ness modulates the activity of ventral visual processing
areas involved in object recognition. The left extrastriate
region engaged by orthographic distinctiveness appears
to be anatomically distinct from the ‘‘visual word form
area,’’ which is a left occipitotemporal region that is
hypothesized to participate in the formation of ab-
stract visual representations of letterstrings (Cohen &
Dehaene, 2004; Cohen et al., 2000; but see Price &
Devlin, 2004). It also appears to be separate from the
left medial extrastriate regions that have been proposed
Figure 6. MR signal change
data from regions that
demonstrated greater activity
for OD than for OC words.
Regions A–F correspond to
regions labeled A–F in
Figure 5. There was a greater
response during the long
vowel/short vowel task than
during the abstract/concrete
task in the left BA 6/44, right
BA 18/19, and bilateral BA 7.
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to represent visual word forms by Petersen, Fox, Snyder,
and Raichle (1990).
DISCUSSION
The present studies examined the relationship between
the influences of orthographic distinctiveness and se-
mantic elaboration on memory, and explored whether
they modulate the activity of similar or distinct net-
works of brain regions. The results demonstrate that
orthographic distinctiveness has a separate, additive
effect to that of semantic elaboration on memory. In
addition, orthographic distinctiveness and semantic
elaboration appear to engage separate networks of brain
regions. Semantic elaboration modulated activity in left
inferior prefrontal and lateral temporal regions. In con-
trast, orthographic distinctiveness modulated activity in
distinct bilateral inferior prefrontal, extrastriate, and
parietal regions. Taken together, these findings suggest
that the influence of orthographic distinctiveness on
memory is distinct from the often-studied influence of
semantic elaboration on memory.
Orthographic Distinctiveness and Semantic
Elaboration have Separate, Additive Influences
on Verbal Memory
A key finding in human memory research is that,
holding other factors constant, semantic elaboration
enhances verbal memory (Craik & Tulving, 1975; Craik
& Lockhart, 1972; Hyde & Jenkins, 1969; but see also
Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977). The orthographic
pattern of words can also affect memorability: words
with distinct orthographies are better retrieved than
words with common orthographies (i.e., the ODE; Hunt
& Mitchell, 1978, 1982; Hunt & Elliott, 1980). What is the
relationship between the influences of semantic elabo-
ration and orthographic distinctiveness on memory?
Data from Hunt and Mitchell (1978) (Figure 1) suggest
that they may have separate contributions to memory. In
the present studies, words processed during the seman-
tic incidental encoding task were better recalled than
words processed during the nonsemantic incidental
encoding task for both OD and OC words, replicating
prior reports of semantic elaboration’s facilitatory effect
on memory. Consistent with Hunt and Mitchell’s find-
ings, participants in the present behavioral study re-
called more OD than OC words for both semantic and
nonsemantic encoding tasks. These results suggest that
the influence of orthographic distinctiveness on mem-
ory may be independent from the influence of semantic
elaboration.
Orthographic Distinctiveness Facilitates
Conscious Recollection and May Also
Enhance Familiarity
According to dual-process models, two distinct forms of
processes contribute to recognition memory perform-
ance: recollection and familiarity (Jacoby, 1991; Man-
dler, 1980; for review, see Yonelinas, 2002). In the
present studies, participants’ recognition memory for
studied words was tested using a remember/know pro-
cedure (Gardiner, 1988; Tulving, 1985). Although the
relation is imperfect, on average, remember responses
Figure 7. Cortical f lat maps of bilateral extrastriate regions with
greater activity in response to OD than to OC words. These regions
were located posterior to the LOC/LOP in the left hemisphere and
within the LOC/LOP in the right hemisphere. These regions are
anatomically distinct from regions proposed to be involved in visual
word form analyses in prior studies: (A) ‘‘visual word form area’’ and
(B) left medial extrastriate.
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serve as a measure of conscious recollection, whereas
know responses reflect a feeling of familiarity in the
absence of conscious recollection (Yonelinas, 2002;
Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995). Rajaram (1998) reported
more remember responses for OD than for OC words
on a recognition memory test that followed intentional
encoding, which suggests that orthographic distinctive-
ness facilitates conscious recollection. In both of the
present experiments, participants made more remember
responses for OD than for OC words, regardless of task.
This replicates Rajaram’s results, and extends them to an
incidental encoding paradigm. This also supports the
proposal that orthographic distinctiveness has a sepa-
rate, additive influence on memory to that of semantic
elaboration. Further evidence that orthographic distinc-
tiveness facilitates conscious recollection comes from
studies showing that orthographic distinctiveness facili-
tates free recall (Geraci & Rajaram, 2002; Hunt & Toth,
1990; Hunt & Mitchell, 1978, 1982; Hunt & Elliott, 1980)
and cued recall (Geraci & Rajaram, 2002; Hunt &
Mitchell, 1978). Also, Geraci and Rajaram (2002) found
evidence that OD words are remembered better than
OC words on the implicit test of word fragment com-
pletion only when participants are aware that word
fragments can be completed by previously studied
words. The results of the present and prior studies
provide strong evidence that orthographic distinctive-
ness can enhance memory by facilitating participants’
ability to consciously retrieve specific details about
studied words and/or the processes engaged during
their encoding.
Orthographic distinctiveness may also enhance word
familiarity. Rajaram (1998) originally reported no differ-
ence in the proportion of know responses to OD versus
OC words, which suggests that orthographic distinctive-
ness may not influence word familiarity. However, know
responses on the remember/know procedure are likely
to underestimate the influence of familiarity on recog-
nition memory because participants respond ‘‘know’’
only when an item is both familiar and not recollected
(Yonelinas, 2002; Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995). To com-
pensate for this underestimation, the IRK procedure
(Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995) can be used to correct know
responses for the number of remember responses given.
When Kishiyama and Yonelinas (in press) applied this
correction to Rajaram’s original data, they found more
corrected know responses for OD than for OC words,
which suggests that orthographic distinctiveness en-
hances word familiarity. Consistent with an influence
of orthographic distinctiveness on memory that extends
to familiarity, a trend for more corrected know re-
sponses for OD than for OC words was found in the
present fMRI study. However, the behavioral study did
not show this effect. There was less of a ceiling effect
on remember responses for the fMRI study, which
may have resulted in a better estimation of word
familiarity for this study. Additional research is needed
to clarify the impact of orthographic distinctiveness
on familiarity.
Network of Brain Regions Engaged by
Semantic Elaboration
Three left hemisphere regions (BAs 45/47, 44, and 21)
commonly demonstrate greater activity during semantic
than during nonsemantic processing tasks (Gold &
Buckner, 2002; Poldrack et al., 1999; Wagner, Schacter,
et al., 1998; Kapur et al., 1994), and may be part of a
network that contributes to semantic elaboration. The
activity of these regions was hypothesized a priori to be
modulated by semantic elaboration in the present
fMRI study. In support of our predictions, there was
significantly greater activity in the left BA 45/47 and
left BA 21 during the abstract/concrete task than
during the long vowel/short vowel task. The left BA
44 did not show significantly greater activity during
the abstract/concrete task as predicted, although the
percent signal change for this task was numerically
larger than that for the long vowel/short vowel task.
Orthographic distinctiveness did not modulate the
activity of the left BA 45/47 or left BA 21. In contrast,
the left BA 44 had a greater response to OD than to
OC words. It is possible that the left BA 44 may be
engaged by both semantic elaboration and ortho-
graphic distinctiveness. However, in the present fMRI
study, none of the a priori ROIs that demonstrated
reliable semantic elaboration effects also had their
activity patterns modulated significantly by orthograph-
ic distinctiveness. These results suggest that the eval-
uative contextual processes thought to play a role in
the ODE (Geraci & Rajaram, 2002) are not dependent
on semantic elaboration.
Network of Brain Regions Engaged by
Orthographic Distinctiveness
Multiple brain regions demonstrated greater activity for
OD than for OC words. None of these regions had
greater activity during the abstract/concrete task than
during the long vowel/short vowel task. Taken together
with the results of the a priori ROI analyses, these
findings suggest that orthographic distinctiveness and
semantic elaboration modulate separate networks of
brain regions.
The activity of three left inferior prefrontal regions
(BAs 44, 6/44, and 45/46) was modulated by orthograph-
ic distinctiveness in the present fMRI study. There are
multiple possible reasons for the greater hemodynamic
response to OD words in these regions. One possible
reason is that these regions are sensitive to the relative
familiarity of the orthographic patterns of words. Binder
and colleagues (2003) found greater activity in the left
BA 6 for words with no orthographic neighbors (words
that share all but one letter with a word are its ortho-
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graphic neighbors) than for words with many ortho-
graphic neighbors. Because OD words have lower bi-
gram frequencies (Zechmeister, 1969) than OC words,
they should also have fewer orthographic neighbors.
Another possible reason is that these regions may play a
role in orthographic to phonological transformations
(Fiebach, Friederici, Muller, & von Cramon, 2002; Fiez,
Balota, Raichle, & Petersen, 1999). Fiez and colleagues
found greater activity in left BA 44 for words with
inconsistent spelling-to-sound correspondences than
for words with consistent ones. In the present study,
participants made more errors and were slower to
respond on OD word trials than on OC word trials
during the long vowel/short vowel task, suggesting that
the lower bigram frequencies of the OD words re-
sulted in a more difficult orthographic to phonological
transformation. Finally, the activity of the left inferior
prefrontal cortex may have been modulated by ortho-
graphic distinctiveness because it may be sensitive to
stimulus distinctiveness per se. Neuroimaging studies
comparing incongruous (e.g., a head of a wrench fused
onto a sheep’s body) versus ordinary objects (Michelon,
Snyder, Buckner, McAvoy, & Zacks, 2003) and low-
frequency versus high-frequency words (Chee, Goh,
Lim, Graham, & Lee, 2004; Chee, Westphal, Goh, Graham,
& Song, 2003) have found greater activity in the left BA
6/9/44 for the distinctive stimuli. Future research is
needed to determine the role of the left inferior
prefrontal cortex in the ODE.
Of particular interest, three of the regions engaged
by orthographic distinctiveness may participate in the
processing of visual information. The bilateral occipital
regions that demonstrated greater activity for OD than
for OC words (left BA 18, right BA 18/19) were located
in the vicinity of the lateral occipital complex, a region
that contributes to object recognition (Grill-Spector,
Kushnir, Hendler, et al., 2000; Grill-Spector, Kushnir,
Edelman, et al., 1998, Malach et al., 1995). Thus, the
extrastriate visual regions that play a role in object
recognition may also be sensitive to the visual patterns
of words when they are distinctive. Right posterior in-
ferior prefrontal cortex (including BA 44) is engaged
by the encoding and retrieval of visuospatial stimuli
(Brewer, Zhao, Desmond, Glover, & Gabrieli, 1998;
Kelley et al., 1998; Wagner, Poldrack, et al., 1998). In ad-
dition, activity levels in this region have been shown
to predict subsequent memory during a task that
emphasizes the visual appearance of words (case judg-
ments; Baker et al., 2001). In the present study, the
bilateral extrastriate and right inferior prefrontal re-
gions with greater activity in response to OD than to
OC words were likely involved in encoding the rela-
tively uncommon visual patterns of the OD words. The
fact that the network of regions whose activity was
modulated by orthographic distinctiveness includes
regions engaged by visual information processing sug-
gests that the ODE is at least partially dependent on
the analysis of the distinctive visual patterns of these
words (Hunt & Toth, 1990; Hunt & Elliott, 1980).
How do the neural correlates of the ODE compare
to the neural correlates of other distinctiveness effects
that influence memory? Many studies of the effects of
distinctiveness on memory have used isolation para-
digms in which the primary distinctiveness of stimuli
is manipulated. Primary distinctiveness refers to situa-
tions in which an item is distinctive in comparison to
other recently presented stimuli (Schmidt, 1991). In iso-
lation paradigms, memory is enhanced for words that
have different visual, conceptual, or emotional features
than surrounding background words (Strange, Henson,
Friston, & Dolan, 2000; von Restorff, 1933; for a review,
see Schmidt, 1991). ERP studies of these paradigms have
shown that there is a greater P300 response, which is
maximal over centroparietal scalp sites, to visual and
semantic isolates than to control words (Fabiani &
Donchin, 1995; Karis, Fabiani, & Donchin, 1984). In an
fMRI study of visual, semantic, and emotional isolates,
Strange et al. (2000) found that emotional isolates pre-
ferentially engaged the left amygdala and the left BA 47,
whereas semantic isolates preferentially engaged the left
BA 46 during deep semantic encoding. There was greater
activity in the right inferior prefrontal cortex (BA 45) and
in bilateral extrastriate regions (BA 19) for all three types
of distinctive words relative to their controls.
In contrast to studies using isolation paradigms, the
present fMRI study manipulated secondary distinctive-
ness, which refers to situations in which distinctive items
are unusual in relation to the larger context of all pre-
vious experiences (Schmidt, 1991). Other neuroimaging
studies of secondary distinctiveness and memory include
Michelon and colleagues’ (2003) comparison of incon-
gruous versus congruous objects, which reported en-
hanced recognition of incongruous objects, and greater
activity for incongruous objects in bilateral inferior pre-
frontal (BA 6/9/44), parietal (BA 7), fusiform (BA 37), and
extrastriate regions (BA 18/19).
Finally, neuroimaging studies of the word frequency
effect, in which low-frequency words are better re-
membered than high-frequency words (for review, see
Schmidt, 1991), have shown greater activity for low-
frequency than for high-frequency words in the ante-
rior cingulate (BA 32), left fusiform (BA 37), left parietal
(BA 7), bilateral inferior prefrontal (BA 6/44), and bilat-
eral extrastriate (BA 18) regions (Chee, Goh, et al., 2004;
Chee, Westphal, et al., 2003). Although the present and
prior fMRI studies of distinctiveness and memory dif-
fered significantly in the types of stimuli used and the
forms of distinctiveness that they manipulated, they
all demonstrated greater activity in right inferior pre-
frontal (BA 44) and bilateral extrastriate (BA18/19)
regions for distinctive stimuli. This suggests that these
regions may play important roles in processing stimulus
distinctiveness, and that these regions may be sensitive
to both primary and secondary distinctiveness.
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METHODS
Stimulus Development
Participants
Thirty native English-speaking volunteers participated
(age range 19–37, mean age 22; 18 women). Informed
consent for all studies was obtained using procedures
approved by Washington University’s Human Studies
Committees.
Stimuli
A normed list of OD and OC words was created for
use in the present behavioral and fMRI studies. A list of
305 words that were thought to be orthographically
distinct was constructed. Each OD word was matched
for starting letter, number of letters, and word fre-
quency (Kucera & Francis, 1967) with a word that was
thought to be orthographically common. OD words with
frequencies of 0 were matched with OC words with
frequencies of 1. Twenty pseudowords were also con-
structed, half of which were designed to be OD, to be
used as a form of negative control.
Tasks
Participants rated the visual distinctiveness of each
stimulus on a 5-point scale on which 1 = ‘‘quite com-
mon’’ and 5 = ‘‘very weird.’’ Participants also indicated
(1) whether they thought each item was a real word,
and (2) whether they knew the meaning of each item
to ensure that participants recognized the OD words
as being real, meaningful words. ‘‘Yes’’ responses
were given a score of 1, and ‘‘no’’ responses were given
a score of 0.
Behavioral Study
Participants
Fifty-six native English-speaking new volunteers partici-
pated. Data from 48 were included in the behavioral
data analyses (age range 18–28, mean age 20; 39 wom-
en). Data from the remaining participants were excluded
from analyses because they did not meet a 65% correct
performance criterion for the long vowel/short vowel
task. This performance criterion was used so that data
from only those participants who were able to perform
the long vowel/short vowel task with reasonable accura-
cy were analyzed.
Stimuli
Ninety-six OD words and 96 matched OC words were
selected from the normed word list for use in this study.
For this subset of selected words, the mean distinctive-
ness rating for the OD words was significantly greater
(2.90) than the mean distinctiveness rating for the OC
words [1.71; t(95) = 33.0, p < .001]. The mean real
score for the OD words was 0.99, and the mean real
score for the OC words was 1.0. Although numerically
very similar, the real scores for the two word-types were
significantly different [t(95) = 2.3, p < .05]. The mean
meaning score for the OD words was 0.98, and the mean
meaning score for the OC words was 0.99. The meaning
scores for the two word-types were also significantly
different [t(95) = 5.6, p < .001].
Tasks
For the abstract/concrete task, participants decided
whether each word represented an abstract or concrete
entity (Demb et al., 1995). For the long vowel/short
vowel task, participants decided whether each word
was a long or short vowel word (Gold & Buckner,
2002). A word is a long vowel word whenever any of
the sounds ‘‘a,’’ ‘‘e,’’ ‘‘i,’’ ‘‘o,’’ or ‘‘u’’ are present
anywhere in the word, no matter which letter(s) forms
the sound. For example, the word ‘‘weight’’ would be
classified as long vowel because it contains the ‘‘a’’
sound. Participants were presented with two lists of 48
words, and performed one task for each word list. Each
list consisted of 24 OD words and 24 matching OC
words. Two buffer words were presented before and
after each list. Responses to buffer words were not ana-
lyzed. Each word was presented centrally for 2000 msec,
followed by 500 msec of fixation. A plus sign was
presented centrally during fixation. Task and stimulus
presentation order was counterbalanced across partic-
ipants. Participants indicated their responses by making
right-handed keypresses.
After a brief distracting conversation, participants
were asked to recall the words they saw during per-
formance of either encoding task. Participants were
instructed to write down at least 20 words, and were
given a maximum of 10 min for recall. After an additional
delay of 20 min, participants performed a surprise
recognition memory test. The 96 words shown during
incidental encoding and 96 new words (half OD and half
matched OC) were presented. The words presented
during the first task that a participant performed and
half of the new words were presented during the first
half of the recognition test, followed by the remaining
old and new words. Participants indicated their memory
for each word by making a remember, know, new, or
guess response. They were instructed to make a remem-
ber response if they were able to consciously recollect
aspects of a word’s prior presentation during the study
session. They were instructed to make a know response
if they recognized that a word was previously encoun-
tered during the experiment, but could not consciously
recollect aspects of its prior occurrence. Participants
were also told to make new responses to words they
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did not recognize, and to use the guess response only as
a last resort.
fMRI Study
Participants
Thirty-one native English-speaking new volunteers par-
ticipated in the fMRI study. All were right-handed and
reported no significant neurological history. Data from
25 were included in the behavioral and functional neuro-
imaging data analyses (age range 18–29, mean age 22; 14
women). Data from two participants were excluded due
to excessive motion. Data from an additional four par-
ticipants were excluded because they did not meet a
65% correct performance criterion for the long vowel/
short vowel task.
Stimuli
One hundred thirty-five OD words and 135 matched OC
words were selected from the normed word list for use
in this study. For this subset of words, the mean
distinctiveness rating for the OD words was significantly
greater (2.97) than the mean distinctiveness rating for
the OC words [1.72; t(134) = 45.0, p < .001]. The
mean real score for the OD words was 0.99, and the
mean real score for the OC words was 1.0. Although
numerically very similar, the real scores for the two
word-types were significantly different [t(134) = 4.2,
p < .001]. The mean meaning score for the OD words
was 0.96, and the mean meaning score for the OC
words was 0.99. The meaning scores for the two word-
types were also significantly different [t(134) = 7.0,
p < .001].
Scanned Incidental Encoding Tasks
fMRI data were acquired during four event-related runs.
Each run consisted of 27 OD word trials, 27 OC word
trials, and 27 fixation trials. The presentation order of
these trials was constructed such that every trial type
was equally likely to be preceded and followed by every
other trial type (Buckner et al., 1998). Two buffer word
trials were presented before and after each pseudoran-
dom trial sequence. Data from buffer trials were not
analyzed. Four fixation trials were presented at the
beginning and at the end of each scanning run. During
fixation, a plus sign was presented centrally. Words were
presented centrally for 2350 msec, followed by 150 msec
of fixation. Participants performed the abstract/concrete
task for two runs and the long vowel/short vowel task for
two runs. Task and stimulus presentation order was
counterbalanced across participants. Participants indicat-
ed their responses by making right-handed keypresses
on a custom-made fiber-optic response box.
Postscan Retrieval Test
After leaving the scanner, participants performed a sur-
prise recognition memory test (10 min delay). The
words shown during incidental encoding and 54 new
words (27 OD and 27 matched OC) were presented.
The old and new words were randomly intermixed.
Participants indicated their memory for each word by
making a remember, know, new, or guess response.
fMRI Data Acquisition
Scanning was performed using a Siemens 1.5-T Vision
scanner (Erlangen, Germany). High-resolution struc-
tural images (1  1  1.25 mm) were acquired using a
T1-weighted MP-RAGE sequence (TR = 9.7 msec, TE =
4 msec, flip angle = 108, TI = 20 msec, TD = 500 msec).
Functional images were acquired using an asymmetric
spin-echo echo-planar sequence sensitive to blood oxy-
gen level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (T2*; TR = 2.5 sec,
TE = 37 msec). Four functional runs of 93 whole-brain
(16 contiguous 8-mm axial slices oriented parallel to the
AC–PC plane; 3.75  3.75 mm in-plane resolution)
images were collected per participant. The first four
images in each run were discarded to allow T1 magne-
tization to stabilize.
fMRI Data Analysis
fMRI data were preprocessed to remove noise and
artifacts (see Maccotta, Zacks, & Buckner, 2001 for
method details). Data were motion-corrected, adjusted
for slice timing differences, transformed into the stereo-
taxic atlas space of Talairach and Tournoux (1998) using
2-mm isotropic voxels, and smoothed using a two-voxel
isotropic Hanning filter. The data were analyzed using
the general linear model implemented in an in-house
analysis and display package (Miezin, Maccotta, Ollinger,
Petersen, & Buckner, 2000). Run mean and slope were
coded as effects of no interest. For each participant, the
BOLD response for each trial type was estimated by a
different regressor (delta function) for each of the seven
timepoints immediately after each stimulus onset.
Hypothesis-driven Regional Analyses
Hypothesis-driven analyses were performed on four
predefined regions. The peak Talairach and Tournoux
(1988) coordinates for these regions were 45, 35, 4
(left BA 45/47); 47, 17, 24 (left BA 44); 51, 55, 2 (left
BA 21); and 47, 17, 24 (right BA 44). Percent signal
change estimates were calculated by averaging across all
voxels within each region for each condition and for
each participant. Response magnitude estimates were
calculated by subtracting the baseline signal response
(average of timepoints 0 and 15 sec) from the peak
signal response (average of timepoints 5 and 7.5 sec).
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The magnitude estimates for each participant were
entered into a mixed-effects model, and specific com-
parisons were conducted using ANOVAs and paired post
hoc t tests.
Whole-brain Exploratory Analyses
Whole-brain exploratory analyses were conducted using
mixed-effects t tests performed on each voxel. Contrasts
of interest were regressed against a set of five time-
lagged (1-sec offset) gamma functions (Boynton, Engel,
Glover, & Heeger, 1996). These contrasts were used to
compute cross-correlation magnitudes for each trial
condition as the inner product of the estimated time
course and a vector of contrast weights modeling the
hemodynamic response function. The cross-correlation
magnitudes for the participants were then entered into
the mixed-effects t tests. Resulting t statistics were
converted to z statistics and plotted over structural
images created by averaging data from the 25 partic-
ipants. The statistical significance criterion for the
activation maps was set to p < .05, Monte Carlo-
corrected for multiple comparisons (t = 3.0, cluster
size of at least 21 voxels).
Orthographic Distinctiveness Effect Regional Analyses
Six regions were identified from the whole-brain func-
tional activation map of regions demonstrating greater
hemodynamic responses for OD than for OC words for
regional analyses of the orthographic distinctiveness ef-
fect. An automated algorithm identified activation peaks.
ROIs were then grown that included all continuous
voxels within 12 mm of an activation peak, masked by
the functional activation map. Response magnitude esti-
mates were calculated by subtracting the baseline signal
response from the peak signal response. The magni-
tude estimates for each participant were entered into
a mixed-effects model, and specific comparisons were
conducted using ANOVAs and paired post hoc t tests.
Projection to Cortical Flat Maps
The distinct > common word activation map was pro-
jected onto a cortical surface representation with hu-
man retinotopically defined visual regions using Caret
and Surefit software (Van Essen, 2002; Van Essen et al.,
2001; http://brainmap.wustl.edu/caret; see Wheeler
& Buckner, 2003, for projection method details). The
location of the ‘‘visual word form area’’ comes from
a meta-analysis of 35 word and pseudoword reading
studies ( Jobard, Crivello, & Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2003)
(Figure 7, region A). Activity in the left occipitotemporal
cortex (mean coordinates 44, 57, 10; converted
to Talairach & Tournoux, 1988, space using mni2tal; see
www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/Common/mnispace.
shtml) was found in multiple studies. The left medial
extrastriate activation foci (29, 65, 2; 21, 75, 2;
21, 53, 6; Figure 7, region B) come from a study
by Petersen et al. (1990) (coordinates converted into
Talairach & Tournoux, 1988, space by Price et al., 1994).
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